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Abstract  
The main objective of the paper is identification of the target coordinates in the Hamming 

space in Cartesian coordinates, which is solved by digital processing of the input signals 

characteristics. The technical solution of the device is determination of linear estimate of the 

Euclidean distance in one-dimensional Hamming space. 

Achievement of the maximum speed of such device is implemented by means of optimized 

XOR logic elements with minimal hardware complexity and minimal signal delay per 

microcycle, which are comparable to the known structures of XOR elements, providing 2.5-

fold reduction in hardware complexity and two-fold increase in performance.  
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1. Introduction 

The correlation method of sources of acoustic signals (SAS) search in the general case with certain 

calculations accuracy is reduced to the solution of the problem of searching SAS location coordinates 

in Cartesian or polar system, is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Structure of the topography of SAS locations, which are identified by of receivers of 
acoustic signals (RAS) in two-dimensional Hamming space 
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Matrix of the Hamming space (HS) [1-4] in the form of two-dimensional discretization element 

(Figure 2) makes it possible to identify Cij target in HS with the polygon size 
ni ,1

and
mj ,1

. 

Then the number Cij = n*m, respectively, will determine the number of solutions in the form of 

angles pairs definitions αi, αi = αij at the level of receivers of acoustic signals  (RAS 1, RAS 2 and 

RAS 3), as shown in Figure 3. 

For example, it is necessary to identify target Cij in HS with 

polygon size 
ni ,1

 and 
mj ,1

. Then the number Cij = n*m, 

accordingly, will have the problem solution in the form of 

determinations of pairs of angles αi, αi = αij at the level of RAS 1, 

RAS 2 and RAS 3, as shown in Figure 3. 

First, it is necessary to set the initial conditions for the problem 

solution, determining the required calculation accuracy. 

For example, ΔL = 1m; i = 256; j = 256, which corresponds to 

codes i та j of 8 bits each. Then the number of targets Cij = 2562 = 

65536. 

The capabilities of modern microelectronics and microprocessor 

technology, especially the presence of large available memory volumes, make it possible to calculate 

in advance coordinate codes Cij, which correspond to codes αij. 

That is, the amount of memory required for this is equal to n*m*2 bytes, which for our example is 

exactly 32 KB. 

Therefore, the task of identifying Cij target is reduced to the correlation measurement of αi and αj 

values and the selection from coordinates memory of the corresponding Cij in the given HS. 

It is obvious that in practice it is reasonable to display immediately Cij coordinates, to enter them 

into the database and, taking into account the location of shock units (SU) and their characteristics, to 

give data about the azimuth, the inclination angle, etc. Cij, where ν is the vertical inclination angle. 

It is necessary to clarify whether it is possible or with what accuracy it is necessary to determine 

αij and give Cij coordinates with ΔL accuracy 

For this purpose, let us consider the boundary conditions (Figure 4). 

 

So, if it is necessary to identify n*m of points Cij different geometries of HS roligons will be taken 

into account in ROM pre-calculated coordinates Cij on the basis of αij similar in relation to RAS 1-3. 

(PAS can be placed). HS polygon geometry, for example, can be in polar coordinates (Figure 5). 

In order to simplify the calculations according to the expression 0L

ct
sin




, it is reasonable to 

select the characteristics of the basic distance 0L
 and the corresponding time delay of acoustic signal 
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Figure 2:  HS matrix 
identified with ΔL x ΔL 
space  
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Figure 3: Geometry of target 
identification Cij by pair of angle values 
αij  

Figure 4: Boundary conditions for the solution of the 
problem for identifying Cij geometry in HS polygon 
with the given ΔL discreteness 



t  at the speed of propagation of acoustic waves in the air  in the form  

. Then 

33

33033 


,
sin . 

In order to simplify the algorithm for calculating the values of function sin  with known speed 

of propagation of acoustic vibrations in the air, it is reasonable to select the basic distance between 

microphones  (Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 5: Geometry of Hamming space polygon in polar coordinates 

 

 
Figure 6: Determination of target coordinates in Cartesian system of Hamming space 

2. Materials and methods  

The device for the calculation of modular correlation function is designed for digital correlation 

processing of analogue signals and can be used for direction finding of acoustic signal sources in two-

dimensional Hamming space [5-7]. 

The basis of the development is the task of reducing its hardware complexity and expanding the 

functional capabilities of the device due to three priority acoustic receivers and three parallel 



analogue-digital converters with binary output codes, three-input multi-channel digital device for 

calculating the modular correlation function, each channel of which contains the pair of threshold 

drives of digital modular differences between signals based on expressions 
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which are the output codes of the remote direction finding device and the spatial placement of 

acoustic signals source on two-dimensional polygon of Hamming space. 

The task is solved by the fact that multi-channel device for calculating the modular correlation 

function, which contains receivers of acoustic signals, correlators, which outputs are connected to the 

corresponding inputs of storage devices, the outputs of which are the coordinate outputs of the device, 

in which the first, second and third automatic gain control devices , the inputs of which are connected 

to the outputs of the corresponding first, second, and third acoustic signals receivers, and the outputs 

are connected to the first inputs of the corresponding analogue-digital converters (ADCs) of the serial 

type with output binary codes of Rademacher theoretical-numerical base, the second output of the 

device of automatic adjustment of the gain of the first priority input channel у(t) of the device is 

connected to the start input of the synchronizer, the first output of which is connected to the second 

inputs of ADC, the first inputs of the synchronization of the multi-bit shift register and the first inputs 

of the logic elements І, the second output of the synchronizer is connected to the first reset inputs to 

“0” of all threshold accumulators of modular differences 
kikjiiji zyzxyx   ,,

 of 

digitized input signals of the first and second groups, S - inputs of the first and second RS - triggers 

the outputs of which are connected to the corresponding second inputs of the first and second 

counters, the first outputs of which are connected to the corresponding second and third inputs of the 

second threshold accumulator of modular differences ki zy 
, the output of which is connected to 

the first input of the coordinate system, the second and third inputs of which are connected to the 

second inputs of the corresponding first and second counters, and the outputs of the coordinate system 

are the code output of the spatial placement of the acoustic signals source in the polygon nodes of 

two-dimensional Hamming space. 

Time diagram of the correlation determination of digital codes at the output of the device 

coordinate system, where 1t , 2t and 3t  are time delays between acoustic signals is shown in 

Figure 7. 

The structural diagram of multi-channel device for calculating the modular correlation function, 

which contains: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 - respectively: the first priority, second and third acoustic signals 

receivers; 2 – automatic gain adjustment devices; 3 – matched filter of acoustic signals; 4 – reference 

acoustic signal input; 5 – synchronizer; 6 – parallel-type ADC with source codes in binary counting 

system of Rademacher theoretical-numerical basis; 7 – multi-channel shift register; 8 – logical 

elements I; 9 – threshold accumulator of modular differences; 10– RS – triggers; 11 – binary counters; 

12–– modular-difference adder; 13 - coordinate system based on constant memory device (ROM) is 

shown in Figure 8 [7]. 
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Figure 7: Time diagram of correlation-modular formation of time delay codes of acoustic signals  

 

The device operates in the following way: at 

the beginning of the device operation cycle, So 

signal of the first output of synchronizer 5 forms 

the start pulse, which resets the memory registers 

of all storage adders of modular differences 9, 

trigger inputs 10, and binary counters 11 to zero 

state [7]. 

Input analogue acoustic signals x(t), y(t), z(t), 

which are generated by remote source of acoustic 

signals, enter the input of the acoustic signals 

receiver 1.1, which is located spatially closer to 

the source of acoustic signals and with certain 

time delay 1t  and 
2t  accordingly enter the 

inputs of the corresponding acoustic signal 

receivers 1.2 and 1.3. [7]. 

The electrical signals formed at the outputs of 

acoustic signal receivers 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are fed 

to the inputs of the corresponding automatic gain 

control devices 2, at the output of which electrical 

signals normalized by amplitude and positive 

sample potential С are formed (Figure 8). The 

output signals of the automatic gain control 

devices 2 generated in tsuch a way are fed to the 

first inputs of the matching filters 3, the second 

inputs of which are connected to the input inputs 

of the reference acoustic signals 4, and the 

outputs are connected to the first inputs of the 

corresponding ADC 6 [7]. 

During the device operation cycle, the clock 

signals of the second output of synchronizer 5 Sx 

synchronize the formation of output codes xi, yi 

and zi at the outputs of the corresponding ADC 6, 

the corresponding shifts of digital codes xi-j in multi-channel shift register 7, and pulses coming from 

the outputs of the corresponding logic elements І 8 to the inputs of the corresponding counters 10. At 

the same time, the corresponding threshold sums are formed in the modular difference adders 9 of the 

first and second groups 
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Figure 8: Structural diagram of multi-channel 
device for the calculation of modular 
correlation function 
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when they are exceeded, zero potential is formed in one of the channels of each group at the inverted 

outputs of the accumulating adders of modular differences 9, which oversets the corresponding trigger 

10 into single state on S-input. 

The accumulated sum of pulses in the first counter 11 1t  
and in the second counter 11 2t  

are 

supplied to the first and second inputs of the coordinate system 13, and the obtained modular 

difference in modular-difference adder 12 in the form of code 3t  
is supplied to the third input of the 

coordinate system 13, the output of which is the device output. 

3. Results of the Investigation 

The structure of the device for determining the linear estimation of Euclidean distance in one-

dimensional Hamming space with binary values of the image characteristic is shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: The structure of the device  for determining the Hamming distance  Based on binary 

characteristics на ix and iy  

 

In general, with sample volume of characteristics ix and iy  the device contains the following 

types and numbers of components: 

1)  n – logical elements "Exclusive OR" (XOR); 

2)  n-1 – incomplete one-bit binary adders (IA ). 

The hardware and time complexity of such device is calculated according to the following 

expressions: 
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Depending on the applied implementation of such microelectronic components structure, the 

corresponding characteristics of the device are calculated A  - where  is the number of FPGA 

valves and   - where   is the number of microcycles of signal delay at 
nS  the device output. 

Classical microelectronic implementation of XOR logic element have the structure and 

characteristics presented in Figure 10 [1, 9]. 

It is evident from Figure 10 that the structures of XOR logical elements with direct inputs contain 

at least 4 logical elements of NOT, AND-NOT and OR-NOT types. Moreover, each structure has at 

least 3 serially connected logical elements. Thus, the hardware and time complexity of such 

component of the device with the structure presented in Figure 10, is respectively: 
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Figure 2: Structures of microelectronic implementation of XOR logic element with direct outputs (a, 
b) and inverse outputs (c, d) 

 

Typical implementations of the structures of incomplete one-bit binary adders with direct inputs 

and outputs are presented in Figure 11. 
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Figure 3: Typical structures of IA 

 

It can be seen from Figure 11 that one-bit IA, taking into account the structures of XOR logic 

elements (Figure 10), contain from 5 to 8 AND, OR, NOT logic elements and the delay of signals at 

iS  output of the sum, respectively, of structure a)  3S  
and structure  4S

. That is, the 

hardware and time complexity of such device components (Figure 9), is respectively:  

)8...5(HCA  , and  43...HC . 

Thus, the calculation of hardware and time complexity of the device for determining Euclidean 

distance estimate in  one-dimensional Hamming device according to expressions (1) at n=1024 is: 

....)...(

;...)...(A
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In paper [8] microelectronic implementation of single-bit IA on 3 logic elements (Figure 12) 

where the logic element “Conductor I” is applied on 2 logic elements, which performs XOR logic 

operation with direct inputs and direct output is proposed, t. 

Such component has hardware 3HCA  and time  1HC
complexity. 

The application of such component in the device with the structure (Figure. 9) makes it possible to 

reduce its hardware and time complexity in the following way:  

.1024110231

;51173102321024
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Thus, the hardware complexity of optimized Euclidean distance estimator compared to typical 

component structures is reduced by more than 2 times, and time complexity is reduced by 2.9 - 3.99 

times. 



 
Figure 42: Structures of optimized one-bit IA 

 

The evaluation of the speed of the digital device correlator is performed according to the 

expression that determines the total time delay of the signals in the serially connected components of 

the device structure:  

131211109875  МК , 

where  45  ;  27  ;  76832*249  ( at the bit rate of digital codes kjji zyх ,,  

8bit);  18  ;  210  ;  211  ( when synchronous binary counters are used);  2712   

(on ROM basis) ;  313  . 

That is, the total delay of signals in digital correlator of such device is:  

81332722176828 МК  microtacts. 

The hardware complexity of such correlator is calculated according to the expression:  

 

A=A5+A6+A7-10+A11+A12+A13=60+2048+831499+6+122+2048=835783. 

 

Thus, the proposed device for the calculation of modular correlation function is characterized by 

increased speed, decreasing by two times the number of correlators of acoustic signals, and expanded 

functionality for implementing multi-channel device for calculating the modular correlation function. 

4. Conclusion 

For the first time, the structure and scheme of technical solution of the device for determining the 

linear estimate of Euclidean distance in one-dimensional Hamming space, by means of digital 

processing of the characteristics of input signals represented by binary codes, is proposed. The 

achievement of the maximum speed of such device is implemented by means of optimized XOR logic 

elements with minimal hardware complexity (2 AND-NOT and OR logic elements) and minimum 

delay of signals per one microcycle, which in comparison with known structures of XOR elements, 

provided the reduction of hardware complexity by 2, 5 times and two-fold increase in speed. The 

maximum speed of the developed Euclidean distance estimation device is achieved due to multi-bit 

combinational incremental adder based on incomplete one-bit binary adders with minimum delay of 

sum signals and end-to-end transfers per microcycle. This makes it possible to reduce the overall 

hardware complexity by more than two times, and to increase the speed of the devices by 3-4 times in 

comparison with known circuit-technical implementations of this digital device class. 
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